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ABOUT TESCO
Technical Equipment & Supplies Company

Tesco provides high-end cost-effective IT business solutions geared towards improving 
efficiency and overall business performance. We follow three core principles, which have guided 
our work ever since our inception in 1975: quality, affordability and reliability. These continue to 
govern our innovative business solutions, our high-quality after-sale service and excellent 
technical support. At Tesco we value the importance of after sale support and have thus invested 
in a team of highly trained engineers, elevating us above the competition guaranteeing the total 
satisfaction of our clients . Our growing loyal client base is testimony to this.

Our commitment lies in meeting companies’ specific operational needs and facilitating all 
aspects of their business across various sectors. Our products include a wide range of office 
printing solutions; IT infrastructure, software development support; security and surveillance 
systems and; plastic card and banking solutions all of which employ the most advanced quality 
technologies.

At Tesco we work with top international suppliers renowned for their expertise and cutting-edge 
technology. Our clients span a wide spectrum of profiles from government departments to 
private businesses in all sectors.

With headquarters in Amman and a subsidiary office in Aqaba, Tesco maintains an impressive 
presence across the Kingdom with representatives operating in all 12 governorates enabling 
timely and effective after sale support, ensuring minimal business disruptions to our clients.
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Konica Minolta is a Japanese multinational technology company headquartered in Tokyo, 
with offices in 49 countries worldwide. The company manufactures business and industrial 
imaging including copiers, laser printers, multi-functional peripherals (MFPs) and digital print 
systems for the production printing market.

www.konicaminolta.eu
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Thales is an international digital security company providing software applications, secure 
personal devices. It is the world’s largest manufacturer of SIM cards. From 35 research and 
software development centers, Gemalto creates secure software that runs on trusted devices. 
Gemalto designs, personalizes and manages these devices, protecting the confidential data 
they contain and the services they make possible-covering online banking, eGovernment, 
vehicle telematics and more. 

www.thalesgroup.com
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Evolis designs, manufactures, and markets a comprehensive range of printing systems and 
plastic card personalization solutions. Evolis' goal is to make plastic card printing widely 
available, offering cost effective solutions for printing high quality cards easily, quickly and on 
the spot. Evolis is now ranked as the market leader worldwide with headquarters and 
manufacturing facility in France.

www.evolis.com
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OKI is a Japanese company manufacturing and selling info-telecom and printer products. 
Headquartered in Tokyo, Japan, OKI operates in over 120 countries around the world.  OKI is 
focused on creating professional printed communications products, applications and 
services. The company provides a wide range of devices, from printers, faxes and 
multi-functional products to business applications and consultancy services. 

www.oki.com
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RISO is a Japanese corporation which is the inventor, manufacturer, and distributor of the 
RISO Printer-Duplicator. RISO also manufactures the world's fastest full color cut sheet inkjet 
printers. ComColor printers print at speeds up to 150 pages per minute while consuming less 
than 1/2 the electricity of traditional toner-based (electrophotographic) printers and copiers. 

www.riso.com
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Ysoft creates intelligent enterprise office solutions that build smart business and empower 
employees to be more productive and creative. Ysoft headquarters are in the Czech Republic 
and they provide top class print management solutions in addition to 3D print management.

www.ysoft.com
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Hyundai MIB International (Formerly known as SBM or Shinwoo) designs and manufactures 
high-end desktop banknote solutions, both HW and SW. Our solutions are not for everyday 
usage, but for the ones who want to improve their cash handling process quantitatively and 
qualitatively.

www.hyundaimibinternational.com
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Matica Technologies is a leading worldwide company that designs, manufactures and 
markets card personalization, card mailing systems and ID card printers with an extensive 
product portfolio that includes innovative central and instant issuance solutions for Financial, 
Government, Healthcare, Corporate, Education, Transport, Telecommunication, and Retail 
applications, such as passports, driving licences, or access control cards.

www.maticatech.com
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CIM is one of the most successful companies in the world in the manufacturing of plastic 
card and metal plates personalization solutions. CIM offers high-quality products at ideal 
prices with services to meet any special requirement from the purchase of the machine to the 
post-sale service.

www.cimitaly.com
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WizarPOS is dedicated to developing secure, trusted, affordable and intelligent product 
platform to enable innovations in the business world. Wizarpos produced the world’s first PCI 
PTS certified handheld Android smart terminal which supports all payment methods: Visa, 
Mastercard, America Express, JCB, Discover, Unionpay, ApplePay, GooglePay, Close loop 
cards, Alipay,Wechat and Biometric Payment.

www.wizarpos.com
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Suprema is a global leader in biometrics and securities technology. By combining world 
renowned biometric algorithms with superior engineering, Suprema is able to continually 
develop and manufacture reliable industry leading products. Suprema’s extensive portfolio of 
products include biometric access control systems, time & attendance devices, 
fingerprint/live scanners and embedded fingerprint modules.

www.supremainc.com
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MOBOTIX provide high-resolution video surveillance systems made in Germany that ensure 
comprehensive security in a modern, networked world. Our cameras contain a range of 
sensors and a powerful computer that analyzes data, logically links it and independently 
initiates actions to defend against hazards.

www.mobotix.com
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TiSO is a world class manufacturer of physical security equipment and systems. Established 
in 1996 TiSO designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of turnstiles, pedestrian 
gates, emergency doors and high security anti-ramming barriers.

www.tiso-turnstiles.com
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Started in 2009, Zwipe is a biometric tech company that is focused on developing and 
commercializing secure, fast and easy to use biometric authentication solutions in three key 
areas, payments, access control and ID. With Headquartered in Oslo, Norway, Zwipe has the 
world’s only biometric authentication engine that can perform full ID verification without the 
need for batteries or a fixed power supply.

www.zwipe.com
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XPI specialized in the development, integration and maintenance of electronic payment 
system. It becomes a large company to empower many financial institutions throughout the 
world, Thanks to its revolutionary solution Card24, which was designed to meet the needs of 
financial entities and to cover up the electronic payment substances.

www.xpi.ma
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Innova is a leading software developer and integrator in Turkey which provides innovative 
software solutions and services, covering the entire project lifecycle from consulting, design, 
application development and integration to support. Digital signage solutions, ticketing 
Kiosks and self service machines are main part of Innova business.

www.innova.com.tr
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Born in 1995 out of the desire to make customer communications better by using state of the 
art technology, Objectif Lune has become a leader in composition, business process 
automation, multi-channel output and capture solutions. They supply a flexible platform for 
the creation and automation of interactive customer communications through print, web, 
email and mobile. From small organizations to enterprise clients, our solutions scale across 
the spectrum.

www.objectiflune.com
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Pitney Bowes is a global technology company most known for its postage meters and other 
mailing equipment and services and with recent expansions, into global e-commerce, 
software, and other technologies. The company was founded by Arthur Pitney, who invented 
the first commercially available postage meter and Walter Bowes as the Pitney Bowes 
Postage Meter Company on 1920.

www.pitneybowes.com
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EBA first class security shredders and guillotines made in Germany. The shredders, manual 
and electrical guillotines of EBA have been used worldwide in every application field, from 
the home office to the industrial location, for more than 80 years, driven by strong technical 
design, simple operation, legendary reliability and custom-fit functionality.

www.eba.de
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